We outline a model for programs and data and present a formal definition of an ideal change merging operation. This model is used to develop a new semantically based method for combining changes to programs. We also evaluate the appropriateness of the change merging operation and examine some circumstances where the specifications of a program as well as the implementations can be used to guide the change merging process in cases where the implementations conflict but the specifications do not.
Introduction
Combining changes to a system is a critical issue in software development and maintenance. Software systems are created and evolve in a series of extensions and changes as requirements are extended, reformulated, or dropped and as system faults are discovered and repaired. The versions of the system produced by this process can be arranged in a rooted acyclic graph representing the development history of the system [13] . A formalism is needed to develop accurate methods for automatically constructing new versions of the system by combining changes present in the development history. This article presents such a formalism and a derived method for combining changes to a program. An operation for combining changes can be useful in the contexts of parallel enhancements, alternative designs, and alternative implementations.
Different branches of the version history can represent enhancements developed in parallel by different engineers or teams. Semantically based tools for combining changes are useful for combining the results of such parallel efforts. Different people working concurrently on a large software system usually have incomplete knowledge of what the others are doing. Semantically based tools for combining changes are essential for preserving the integrity of such systems, since people can detect inconsistencies only if they have knowledge of conflicting decisions.
Different branches of the version history can represent alternative designs for the same enhancement. Automated tools for combining changes can be used to explore alternative choices for decisions in the context of software prototyping and exploratory design. The speed and accuracy provided by tool support can enable exploratory evaluations of design This work was performed for the Office of Naval Research and funded by the Naval Postgraduate School. ~ BERZINS alternatives based on experimental measurements. These processes may be impractically slow and expensive if done manually, especially when exploring combinations of several interacting design decisions.
Different branches of the version history can also represent alternative implementations of a system for different operating environments that are derived from a common base version of the system. An enhancement to such a software family can be developed once based on the common root version and propagated automatically to all of the environmentdependent variations by a tool for combining changes, as illustrated in Figure 1 for the case of just two alternative variations. The grey boxes represent the software components that could be automatically generated based on models and methods such as those proposed in this article. In general, there can be many branches of the development affected by a change, and there can be long chains of indirectly induced modifications, as discussed in [13] . Similar patterns of change propagation occur when a fault in a design decision is discovered only after several subsequent changes have been based on the faulty decision.
The problem of change propagation is also closely related to the treatment of inheritance in object-oriented programming languages. If a base version of an object-oriented program is represented by a set of class definitions and an enhancement by a set of subclasses that inherit from the subclasses comprising the base version, then updates to the base version should ideally be automatically propagated to the enhanced version. However, in the context of current object-oriented programming languages, the effect of such a process depends very much on the internal details of the design and implementation of both the original method and the enhanced method, and there is no guarantee that the results of the process will be predictable or correct. If the enhanced method completely overrides the base version of the method, then updates to the base version will be ignored, and if it uses the base version as a subroutine, then arbitrary changes to the base version are likely to invalidate the principles on which the design of the enhancement depends, unless all of the subclasses are reviewed and redesigned in response to each update of the superclass. The semantic model developed here may lead to automated assistance for such a review process. Methods for merging programs based on this model may also enable future objectoriented programming languages with multiple inheritance to successfully coalesce several inherited methods for the same message if they do not conflict, rather than always reporting an error or forcing the choice of just one of the inherited methods. Many software errors can be attributed to the difficulty of understanding interactions between scattered pieces of code [10] . Global inconsistencies in large software systems can be particularly difficult to detect using manual approaches because no single person may be aware of all the decisions in a mutually inconsistent set. The goal of our work is to develop accurate and reliable methods for automatically combining changes to a system that either guarantee correctness of the combination or pinpoint conflicts if the changes to be combined conflict with each other. Such facilities should (1) make software development less error prone and (2) increase software productivity by reducing the need to repair inconsistencies introduced by system modification and reducing the amount of manual effort required for combining a set of changes into a consistent version of a system. We have focused on the semantic models defining the requirements for such a system and on formal systems for accurately deriving combinations of software changes. More work remains to develop efficient algorithms addressing complete programming languages in practical use. Section 2 reviews some relevant previous work. Section 3 describes a semantic model for describing program behavior. This model extends approximation lattices to Boolean algebras. The purpose of these structures is to extend the ordinary data, program, and function domains to include improper values representing combinations of incompatible design decisions. This lets us formulate software merging as a total operation on this extended domain, which locates conflicts in cases where changes cannot be consistently combined. Section 4 uses the algebraic structures developed in Section 3 to provide a formal definition of an ideal operation for combining the semantics of software modifications, and determines some of the properties of this formal model. Section 5 uses the formal model developed in Section 4 to develop a new method for merging imperative programs and shows some examples of its application. Section 6 presents some conclusions and directions for future work.
Previous Work
There should be more work in this area because of its potential impact on software maintenance. However, this is a new and difficult area. A general theory of combining changes is hard to formulate because such a theory should be independent of the source language to have a wide area of application. A sound theoretical framework is needed to enable the construction of software tools for combining changes, since such tools must be trustworthy and accurate to be useful in practical applications.
Automatable methods for combining two versions of a functional program are given in [1] , which addresses a simplified version of the problem considered in this article. The goal of the previous work was to construct the least common extension of two partial functions. This is a formalization of the problem of combining two upward-compatible extensions to a common base program. An upward-compatible extension preserves all of the behavior of the original version but adds new functionality in some cases where the original version is not defined (i.e., produces an error message or fails to terminate). The restriction to upwards-compatible extensions enabled a formulation [ 1] in terms of versions rather than in terms of changes between versions and allowed the common base program to remain implicit in the formulation. However, a solution to the restricted problem is not sufficient in many practical situations where software modifications are responses to changes in the requirements and produce incompatible changes. Such incompatible changes result in modified program behavior for some input values for which the previous version has a well-defined but inappropriate response. This article extends the earlier work to treat such incompatible changes, and addresses imperative programs in addition to functional programs.
The problem of merging compatible extensions is undecidable [1] . Since this problem is a special case of the problem addressed in the current work, the undecidability result and the conclusion that we must be content with reliable approximate solutions carry over to the current context. The intended semantics of merging compatible extensions was expressed using lattices and the approximation ordering ___ used in traditional approaches to denotational semantics of programming languages [15] . These lattice structures are also useful for formulating the intended semantics of combining incompatible changes, but they must be embedded in larger Boolean algebras to support a suitable difference operation, as explained in Section 3.
An approach to integrating both modifications and compatible extensions to whileprograms is described in [7] . This approach defines the intended semantics of the combined program in terms of program slices [16] and proposes an algorithm for combining changes based on program-dependency graphs. The method is based on principles similar to those used in compilers for data flow analysis. This formulation gives a restricted view of correctness for the process of combining changes to programs, which is specific to the language of while-programs. The algorithm described in [7] has been shown to be partially correct with respect to this language-specific characterization of the desired semantics. The approximations used in the algorithm give partial but reliable results: in the cases for which the algorithm terminates without reporting conflicts, the results are correct with respect to reasonable criteria. Conflicts are reported when combining changes that can affect the same output variable.
This article characterizes the intended semantics of combining changes independently of the algorithms used and the programming languages on which they operate and proposes a method that can produce correct and conflict-free results in some cases where previous algorithms report conflicts [7] .
Semantic Domains for Software Merging
This section describes the semantic domains used to construct a formal model of the software merging operation in the next section. We embed the normal data values on which our programs operate in larger mathematical structures containing additional improper data elements to let us define the software merging operation as a total function. This has the advantage of providing diagnostic information for conflicts, since our representation allows us to show exactly which parts of the programs to be combined contain conflicts, thus locating problems, and also to show exactly which constraints conflict for each problematic point. A merge operation succeeds without producing any conflicts when all of the components of the merged program are proper data elements.
We introduce improper data elements to represent overconstrained values and undefined values to let us represent programs that result from the combination of conflicting changes and programs that may diverge or terminate abnormally for some inputs. Specifically, our semantic domains are complete Boolean algebras that contain the complete lattices commonly used in the denotational semantics of programming languages as substructures.
A lattice is a partially ordered set that contains least upper bounds for all finite subsets. In denotational semantics, the partial ordering relation of a complete lattice is written _if, and f_ g is interpreted to mean that g is a compatible extension off The semantic domains for traditional programming languages and the data domains corresponding to composite data structures are mostly special kinds of function spaces. Iffand g are interpreted as elements of functions spaces or as composite data structures such as arrays or trees, f E g means that g agrees with fat all points wherefis defined, and that g may be defined at some points where f is not.
A complete lattice has a least upper bound operation U, a greatest lower bound operation n, a least element • and a greatest element T. The complete lattices used in denotational semantics contain least upper bounds for some infinite sets as well as for all the finite ones. This completeness property guarantees the existence of minimal fixed points, which are used to provide well-defined interpretations for recursive definitions of elements of the lattice. The significance of the components of a complete lattice in the context of the change-merging problem can be outlined as follows.
1. The elements of the lattice represent the software objects to be combined. Different lattices are used to represent different kinds of objects, or different aspects of the same object. For example, the elements of a syntactic domain represent program texts, and the elements of the corresponding semantic domain represent the functions computed by the programs. The data value domains represent the data values on which the semantic functions act. 2. The bottom of the lattice I represents a completely undefined (unconstrained) element, since every element of the lattice must be a compatible extension of • The element • can represent the result of a decision that has not yet been made, such as a fragment of a program text that is "to be determined," the result of a computation that diverges, or the result of a computation that terminates abnormally without delivering a result. The bottom element is an artificial value that represents the absence of useful information.
The top element T of the lattice represents a completely overconstrained element, since
it must be a compatible extension of all the elements in the lattice. The element T can represent the result of merging incompatible elements and is useful in our context for representing and marking places where two or more software objects to be combined are in conflict with each other. The top element is an artificial value that represents an inconsistency. Lattice structures are sufficient for describing operations that combine versions or that combine compatible extensions of partially defined software objects [1] . Compatible extensions are monotonic in the sense that they add information without changing any previously defined features of the two versions. However, in practical situations, changes often remove or modify existing features of a software object in addition to adding new features. To model such nonmonotonic changes, we need a richer semantic structure.
Boolean algebras provide an appropriate structure for describing nonmonotonic modifications to software objects. Such modifications can change or remove previously defined functionality of a software object as well as adding new functionality. We use a class of countably based, complete Boolean algebras to model such modifications.
Every Boolean algebra is a lattice with respect to the partial ordering defined by the relations x E Y r xy = x ~* x + y = y. In addition to the lattice properties, a Boolean algebra also has a complement operation, which can be used to define a difference operator x -y = x35. This difference operator is the additional primitive we need to model incompatible changes and to show how they can be combined.
We use notations for operations on Boolean algebras common in circuit design. Unfortunately, these notations are not the same as those used for lattice operations in the context of denotational semantics. The correspondence is shown in Figure 2 . The notations for the Boolean constants and operators obey all the familiar algebraic properties of Boolean expressions. We have followed circuit designers in interpreting + as the inclusive-or operation, rather than as exclusive-orJ The properties of the difference operator are the same as those of the set difference operator in ordinary set theory.
Lattice
Boolean Algebra Interpretation q" 1 Figure 2 . Correspondence between lattice notation and Boolean notation.
Although they obey the same algebraic laws, the Boolean algebras we are using have different interpretations than those used in digital circuit design, and typical models are larger. Circuit designers usually assume that the value sets of their Boolean algebras consist of the truth values T and F, or fixed-length vectors of truth values. For this class of models the cardinality of the value set is finite and equal to a power of two. In contrast, the Boolean algebras we use are mostly function spaces, and the cardinality of the value set is typically infinite. The spaces we use are closely related to those used by circuit designers in the sense that they are generated by countable sets of atoms. An atom is an element that is distinct from the bottom element 0 and has no lower bounds other than itself and 0.
The Boolean algebra representing a scalar data domain is constructed as follows. The value set of the Boolean algebra is the power set of the domain of proper data elements. The proper data values are represented as singleton sets, and these values are the atoms of the Boolean algebra. The approximation relation E is interpreted as the subset relation, and the operations x + y, xy, and x -y are interpreted as union, intersection, and set difference operations in the model structures. The completely undefined element 0 is represented as the empty set, and the completely overconstrained element 1 is represented as the set of all the proper data values. Each set of proper data elements represents the least upper bound of those elements.
This construction is illustrated in Figure 3 
I~mguage-independent Model of Software Merging
In this section we develop a formal definition of an operation for combining changes to software objects in terms of the operations of the Boolean algebras constructed in the previous section. We explore some of the properties of this definition to show that it correctly captures the informal intentions of software developers and to clarify some aspects of software evolution.
Definition of the Model of Software Merging
We identify the meaning of a program with the function it computes. These functions are treated as elements of the Boolean function spaces defined in the previous section. The Boolean function spaces contain all ordinary partial functions as a subset. The Boolean spaces have been completed to include additional improper functions whose results are overspecified by conflicting constraints. These improper functions represent results of combining conflicting versions of a program and contain information about the location and nature of the conflicting constraints. This provides a context in which the process of combining software objects can be treated as a total operation, and the results of that process can be analyzed to determine if they are free of conflicts, or to identify the parts of the input space of the combined object that produce results subject to conflicting constraints.
Informally, an operation for combining changes to software objects should be able to apply the change defined by the difference between two versions vl and ~z of a software object to some other version ~3 of the software object. We can characterize the change between two software objects fand g by decomposing each version into a common part and a changed part, as illustrated in Figure 4 . The diagram shows that the version g can be decomposed into two disjoint components, the greatest lower boundfg and the Boolean difference g -f. These two components contain all of the information in the g version because it can be recovered from them via the relation g = (fg) + (g -f). The software object fg represents the aspects of the object common to both versionsfand g since fg if_ f and fg if_ g. In terms of the functions computed by the software objects, fg is the partial function that gives the same result as both f and g for all inputs where the two versions agree and gives the undefined value 0 for all other inputs. The software object g -f represents the part of version g that differs from version f In terms of the functions computed by the software objects, g -fis the partial function that agrees with g for all inputs where f and g differ and gives the undefined value 0 for all other inputs. The functions (fg) and (g -f) are disjoint in the sense that there is no point in their domain for which both are defined (differ from the undefined element 0). This decomposition views both versionsfand g as compatible extensions of their greatest common subfunction fg. If we consider a change that transforms the initial version f into the new version g then the componentf -g represents a retraction: this is the behavior present in the original versionfbut not in the revised version g, which must be removed to transform f into g. This property is expressed by the relation fg = f -(f -g) .
Conversely, g -frepresents an extension: this is the new behavior added by a transformation fromfto g. The roles off -g and g -fare interchanged in the context of the reverse transformation from the new version g to the previous version f The retraction and the extension characterizing a change are also disjoint from each other:
In the special case where the change from f to g is a compatible exension (f V g), the retraction is empty (f -g = 0) and the common part is the entire original version (fg = f).
The previous discussion characterized a change in terms of its effect on one particular version of a software object. If we wish to apply that change to a different software object, then we must have some criterion for determining the intended effects of the change on all possible objects. This is an extreme form of the inductive inference problem: we are trying to infer an entire function (the intended change transformation) from its effect at only one point (the give initial version f). Clearly, this problem does not have a unique solution. One plausible approach to our extrapolation problem is the principle of minimal change, according to which no behavior other than that contained in the retraction fg may be removed by the general change transformation, and no behavior other than that contained in the extension g -fmay be added. This principle suggests the change transformation A[f, g] induced by an initial version f and a revised version g should be defined as follows:
A[f,g](h) = [h -(f-g)] + (g -f)
This transformation removes exactly the behavior contained in the retraction (f -g) and adds exactly the behavior contained in the extension (g -f). This operation is illustrated in terms of set-theoretic operations in Figure 5 
Properties of the Model
We can also express the change transformation as 
= (h -f) + hg + (g -f) = (g -f) + gh + (h -f)
Since gh = gh(f + f) = gfh + gfh and gfh U_fh = (h -f), we note:
A[f,g](h) = (g -f) + gh + (h -f) = (g -f) + gfh + (h -f) = g[f]h
where g[f]h is the negmajority operation defined in [6] and corresponds to the integration operation defined in [14] . 2 For economy and notational consistency, we will write g[f]h for A[f g](h) and g [f] for A[f, g] in the rest of this article. We can check that the change transformation g [f] has the expected effect on the initial version f as follows. The intended use of a change transformation is to apply a change between two versions to a third version. However, there are two ways to do this, as illustrated in Figure 6 (a). We can view the pair of versions a and b as defining the change transformation b[a], which is applied to the version c, or we can View the pair of versions a and c as defining the change transformation c[a], which is applied to the version b.
(a) c[a]ivlb[a]c[a]
(b) Figure 6 Commutativity of change transformations.
The following calculation shows these two processes are equivalent.
b[a]c = (b -a) + bc + (c -a) = (c -a) + cb + (b -a) = c[a]b
If we treat [a] as a binary operation, this result says [a] is commutative. A related question is whether the transformations b[a] and c [a] commute when applied to an arbitrary initial version, as illustrated in Figure 6 (b). The following calculation shows this is indeed the case.
b[a](c[a]d) = (b -a) + b(c[a]d) + ((c[a]d) -a) (bgt) + (c[a]d)(b + gt) (bgt) + (ca + cd + dgt)(b + gt)

(ba)(1 + c + d) + (ctT)(1 + d) + dgt + cbd (b + c + d)gt + bcd (b + c + d) -a] + bcd
Interchanging b and c in this result we get c[a](b[a]d) = (c + b + d) -a + cbd = (b + c + d) -a + bcd = b[a](c[a]d)
We conclude that both diagrams in Figure 6 commute: the results do not depend on which of the two possible paths we follow. Using this result and the commutativity of [a] we can show that the operation [a] is also associative.
(c[a]d)[a]b = b[a](c[a]d) = [(b + c + d) -a] + bcd
Substituting (b ~ d, c ~ b, d ~ c) gives us (b[a]c)[a]d = [(d + b + c) -a] + dbc = [(b + c + d) -a] + bcd = b[a](c[a]d)
The significance of these results is that a set of modifications to the same base version can be combined in any order without affecting the result. This lets us view change combination with respect to a common base version as a set operation. We extend our notation to represent the result of a set of changes ci(1 <_ i <_ N) to a base version b as follows:
A Method for Combining Programs
To develop a concrete method for combining changes to programs based on the theoretical framework developed in the previous section, we need a representation for the function represented by a program. For programs over a language whose states consist only of the values bound to the program variables, one candidate for such a representation is the program function notation proposed in [11] . This notation identifies the meaning of a program statement with a function from states to states, where a state consists of a value for each variable in the program. Meaning functions are represented as sets of pairs, and states are represented as n-tuples of values. By convention, we arrange the variables of the program in alphabetical order to determine a unique position in the state tuple for each variable. We illustrate our approach by using the proposed representation to construct the semantic merge for the example shown in Figure 7 . We obtained the intersection by unifying the range descriptions (x, x) and (x, 1) to obtain the intersection 0, 1) via the substitution (x = 1). This kind of unification can be performed efficiently [8] and yields an exact result whenever the unification succeeds. In general, it is possible for two syntactically distinct symbolic expressions to denote the same value and in such cases the unification may fail even though the exact intersection may not be empty. Some stronger, but possibly costly, methods for recognizing the equivalence of two symbolic expressions are described in [1] .
As noted in the introduction, we must be content with safe approximations or with exact methods that may in some cases fall to deliver a result because the exact change merging operation is not computable in general. It is safe but inexact to assume that intersections for which the unification fails are empty. Such inexact approximations can lead to merged programs that are partially correct but may be undefined in some cases where the exact change merging operation produces a proper result. An exact representation of an intersection of the form {(a, fl(a))} O {(a, f2(a))} is {(a, b) [ b = fl(a) and b = f2(a)}, but this representation is not easy to transform back into a program.
After deriving the meaning function of the merged program, we must reconstruct the program text from the meaning function. In this case, the result is a program function representing a conditional statement, corresponding to the combined program shown in figure 7 . Note that the result is a proper program even though both of the changes to be combined affect the same output variable y. There is no interference in this case because the two changes affect disjoint regions of the initial state space. Since the program function notation directly represents the functions computed by the programs, and the method for combining changes is directly based on the semantic definitions characterizing an ideal change combination process, correct results are assured whenever the symbolic expressions for the meaning function of the merged version can be transformed back into a program.
The transformation back into a program may be difficult or impossible to perform, and there may not be a unique solution. The conditions under which a meaning function can be realized by a program of a given form have been explored, and closed-form characterizations of these conditions can be found in [11] . Automating this part of the process is subject to a trade-off between the success rate and time spent on searching for possible solutions. The foregoing method is potentially capable of finding merged programs with algorithms and control structures that differ from both the base versions and the two modified versions, but such solutions may be computationally expensive. To find a practical resolution of this trade-off, we are exploring heuristics for guiding the search based on the structures of the three program versions to be combined and on estimates of the relative efficiency of different program structures. The process we have described is more difficult to carry out for programs containing loops. An example is shown in figure 8 . The meaning functions for this example follow. We see that the meaning function for the merged version is the same as for the enhanced version A so that A is a possible candidate for the merged version. We have instead constructed the merged version M by replacing B by C in A. This is sound because we know B and C have the same meaning function. It is desirable because C is more efficient than B, and the replacement is suggested by a heuristic that prefers implemenation structures in the enhanced versions over the corresponding implementation structures in the base version.
We have made use of specification information in the above derivation, since we have identified the meaning of the loop with the multiplication function. The automatic procedures for deriving meaning functions give recursive equations for the meaning function of a program containing loops. We have taken the expected meaning function from the specification for the program and checked that it satisfies the recursive equation derived directly from the program according to the methods described in [11] . If specifications are not available, then it is sometimes possible to derive a closed form for the meaning function using techniques for solving difference equations. If the recursive equations cannot be solved in closed form, it is sometimes possible to check that two recursively defined functions are equal by showing that each satisfies the equations defining the other. This allows loops to be merged whenever one of the two changes preserves the meaning function of the loop, as in the foregoing example. This approach thus enables treatment of changes that improve the efficiency of a program.
Derivations involving loops can involve some difficult reasoning, and the method is not guaranteed to terminate in the general case. However, as we have illustrated, this method can be used to successfully merge changes to a program even if some of the changes involve choice of different algorithms. In previous approaches to this problem [7] the merged version is restricted to simulating the three original versions exactly (the same sequence of values must be read and written by corresponding program statements), where different statements in the merged version may come from different versions of the original program.
The transformation process we have described can also locate conflicts in changes that are not compatible with each other. In general, the result of the merging process is a set of pairs representing a relation on pairs of states (the initial and final states of the program). Although we would like this relation to be a function, this need not always be the case, because the union operations can associate more than one final state with an initial state. If the programs A, B, and C are free of conflicts themselves, then re(A), re(B), and re(C) are functions, and m(A)[m(B)]m(C) is a relation that associates at most two final states with each initial state. If the resulting relation is not a function, we say that it contains a conflict for each initial state that is associated with more than one final state. The programming language we consider is completely deterministic: the primitives are assignment statements, sequencing, if-then-else statements, and while-loops. Multiple-valued program relations resulting from the combination of several program modifications represent overconstrained rather than nondeterrninistic behavior: the program does not have a free choice of which final state to enter, but instead the unique final state of the program is required to be simultaneously compatible with all the final states associated with the initial state by the program relation. For this reason we adopt a rule that transforms multiplevalued program relations into improper functions as follows: We have converted the multiple-valued program relation into an improper function, assuming that the function space has been embedded in a Boolean algebra according to the construction explained in Section 3. The final form of the program function represents an assignment statement that binds an improper value to the variable x. This improper value pinpoints the two inconsistent design decisions in the modified versions A and C: the value must be simultaneously compatible with both 1 and 3 to carry out both modifications. Note that the value 2 does not appear because it has been superseded by both modifications.
A software designer has several alternative approaches to resolve a conflict situation such as the one just outlined, depending on whether or not the requirements changes motivating the modifications A and C are incompatible.
The requirements changes corresponding to A and C might be compatible even through the particular program functions A and C are not compatible because a requirement might only partially constrain program behavior and might thus be consistent with several different program functions. This situation is illustrated in figure 9 . We represent a requirement by the set of program functions that satisfy it (thus a requirement is formalized as a predicate on program functions, which distinguishes conforming behaviors from nonconforming behaviors). In terms of this representation, two requirements are compatible if their intersection is nonempty. In such a situation, the designer may choose to merge the two modifications A[B] and C[B] to produce a program D, which computes a function D which is incompatible with both A and C, but which is compatible with both of the requirements that motivated the initial choices of the behaviors A and C. This kind of transformation requires knowledge of the requirements as well as the programs, and is likely to be difficult to automate, because it requires the derivation of an implementation of a completely new function D without much guidance from existing implementations of compatible subfunctions. We expect such situations to be handled in an interactive fashion, with the deeper reasoning performed by a skilled human designer and some of the more apparent details potentially derived by automated design support tools. Automation requires a formal approach at the conceptual modeling and functional specification stages [2, 4] .
If the two requirements are incompatible, there are two ways to proceed: either evaluate the priorities of the goals supported by each and abandon the one with the lower priority, or examine the higher-level goals that motivated the requirements, and seek to loosen the requirements in such a way that the higher-level goals are still met but the loosened requirements have a nonempty intersection. This kind of process is likely to involve informal reasoning because the higher-level goals are usually not completely formalized. For this reason we expect this part of the process to be carried out mainly by skilled people rather than by software.
Req(A)
Req(C) Figure 9 . Partially overlapping requirements.
Conclusions and Future Work
Large programming projects are characterized by concurrent efforts of a group of software engineers. The new problems that arise on such a scale involve coordinating, propagating, and reconciling the consequences of design descisions made by different people. A reliable method for combining changes to programs is an essential aspect of the computer-aided design capabilities that should be provided by software development environments for large programs. Such a capability would enable different people to concurrently develop updates to the same software object without the need for locking or mutual exclusion and would allow the results to be combined after the independent updates have resulted in two alternative versions of the software object. Such situations may be common in large projects with aggressive schedules. A capability for combining changes is also useful in the situation where a design decision is found to be faulty after some subsequent decisions and software modifications have already been made. In such a case, the developer would back up to the version before the faulty decision, make an alternative enhancement corresponding to a different choice for the faulty decision, and then use the computer-aided change combination facilities to combine the alternative enhancement with the modifications that had been made based on the faulty decision. Such a tool would locate the places where these modifications conflict with the new design and would guarantee the integrity of the results if no conflicts were detected. We have provided a characterization of the semantic properties of an operation for combining changes to software objects. This characterization is independent of the programming language in which the software objects are described, and can be applied in many contexts. For example, the algorithm in [7] is correct with respect to our characterization for the cases in which it does not report any conflicts. The theory can also be applied to requirements and specifications, if we accept the view that a specification is a predicate that characterizes the set of all acceptable system behaviors, although the details of this are not explored further here.
We have applied our ideal characterization of the change combination process to propose a new method for integrating changes to programs. The new method for combining changes is correct because it is based on direct representations of the functions computed by programs. Our approach has also been applied to other languages, notably the Prototype System Description Language PSDL. PSDL is a language for prototyping large, real-time systems, which is based on an enhanced data flow model of computation [12] . This language includes features for expressing concurrency and real-time constraints. A formal semantics of PSDL can be found in [9] . An initial version of a method for combining changes to PSDL programs has been developed [5] . We are also investigating the application of this framework to the development of program transformations that change the semantics of a program in a disciplined way [3] . Such transformations are important in software evolution and form a complement to the meaning-preserving transformations that are used in implementing executable specification languages and in program optimization.
This article outlines a method for merging changes to monolithic (small) imperative programs based on our semantic model. These results represent a single step towards reliable automated software merging and computer-aided configuration management. Much more work remains to be done before this technology can be routinely applied in large-scale software development projects.
Our vision of future facilities for software development and maintenance includes a configuration management system that provides more functions than most of the systems in current use. We expect such future systems to be sensitive to the semantics of the programming and specification languages used and to be capable of automatically merging changes and automatically analyzing the structure and content of a software design. In the long run such systems should have many capabilities related to the semantic compatibility relation _ at the root of our model, such as factoring software objects into prime independent components and storing design histories in terms of prime decompositions of design decisions, with possible alternatives for each decision. A reliable change merging facility is needed to get the maximum benefit from such a vision because engineers cannot rely on mechanically merged versions of software objects unless they have predictable properties. Such a facility would enable automatic synthesis of system variants driven by different combinations of stored choices for sets of independent design decisions. Many of the combinations that could be realized by such a system will not have been explicitly created by human designers.
A representation for software systems that decomposes software objects into independent design decisions promises to be a more useful record of a design history that the chronological sequence of steps that lead to the current configuration because the logical dependencies are needed to understand and change a design. This logical structure may be only weakly related to the chronological order in which changes were made. It would be useful to formalize this logical structure to the point where computer-aided factoring and recombination of software objects becomes feasible. However, realizing this vision may require integrated change merging at the levels of software requirements and behavioral specifications as well as algorithms and data structures.
Notes
1. The exclusive-or interpretation for + is used in the study Of Boolean rings because this operation has all of the usual algebraic properties of addition. 2. The program integration operation is defined in terms of the pseudo-difference operation of a Browerian algebra, instead of the difference operation of a Boolean algebra because the graphs used in the algorithm do not satisfy all the properties of a Boolean algebra. Every Boolean algebra is a Browerian algebra, but Browerian algebras need not satisfy the law 1 -(1 -x) = x.
